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This profile provides guidance on developing training assets (materials) which support the core 
training objectives in any delivery medium. Strategies and best practices are listed in this profile and 
can be employed by the training team at its discretion. Some tacit aspects of our training preparation 
are laid out here in order to show the reasoning behind some instructional decisions. This profile will 
continue to grow as our team combines feedback from learners with evidence-based guidelines from 
the fields of instructional design, performance improvement, and UI/UX design (user interface & user 
experience). 

Strategies 

Certain strategies are leveraged by the training team and are reflected in the materials we develop.  

• Chunking of tasks, and even sub-tasks, normally occurs in How-to videos so that we can 
reuse them for Just-In-Time (JIT) training needs. Chunking is also a great way to keep the 
learners attention, as well as break up a training module that is covering a lot of content. 
Chunked videos support "micro-learning" and similar strategies. Also, chunked videos can 
support help menu functions in our web-applications. 

• Rapid eLearning is a methodology to build e-learning courses rapidly. It can be done with 
authoring tools like Captivate and Articulate which offers trainers the ability to make edits and 
adjustments to training modules very quickly. 

• SME (Subject Matter Expert) Interviews and use case research are very important to the 
development of all training materials and the flow of training sessions. The accuracy of our 
training content depends on getting honest, factual information. These interviews also provide 
us with a large amount of information that we can sort through. Then we determine things like 
the order of presentation, segmenting and sequencing, applicable examples, practice 
problems, etc. 

• Training Plans are used to globally communicate training needs, dates/locations, action items; 
as well as details about individual training session goals, objectives, resources needed, 
materials, methods, etc. 

• Training Development Checklists are used while creating new training assets and carries 
each project through preparation, build, and release stages. 

• Design methods are employed to provide the most relevant, effective training 
experience possible: 
o A knowledge hierarchy helps to determine whether any prerequisites are needed for a 

particular audience as well as what order is appropriate for presenting the materials. 
e.g. “A novice needs to learn how to use bookmarks in Content Library before 
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successfully completing Document Generation.” Or “you need to learn about attributes 
before you can use attribute criteria in search.” 

o Content and Task analysis helps us identify important concepts that may need to be 
unpacked and clearly described for novices. If the content includes a process, the major 
tasks and sub-tasks need to be mapped out. This helps us estimate the size of various 
units and whether to combine tasks. 

o Audience analysis helps us to identify what experience or knowledge the learners may 
already have. We then segment and sequence content accordingly.  

o Use cases / user paths are written out so that the typical end-user will gain the most 
applicable value from their experience. This is the most useful in building simulations 
but can also be leveraged when providing a hook to lessons. Learners should always be 
aware of “why this is important to me.”  

o Scripting narration helps keep training content concise. It can also provide a snapshot of 
how long a video might be.  

o Humor is used sparingly, in relevant situations, and supports learning objectives. 
o Emotional interest elements should be used very sparingly. Background music, 

interesting imagery, seemingly related “did you know?” call outs, and other media easily 
distract learners. Manage cognitive load by reducing these kinds of elements. Increase 
the use of cognitive interest elements, by including content like graphical overviews/
organizers and mental models aids that are recognizable.  

o Many more methods could be used during training development.  

• Iterative development of materials allows the training team to safely build and test content 
before exposing learners to it. Even with a small team, it’s important to at least get written 
content copy edited after the factual nature of the content is checked by a SME. Basic actions 
(see Navigation below) should be tested to make sure they actually work, as well as advanced 
actions and branching scenarios. If possible, expose content to a sample of the target 
audience and get feedback. Consider testing the sample group to determine if the content can 
successfully bring learners across a skill or knowledge gap. 
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Best Practices  
(by Training Asset) 

Every training asset has a specific purpose for being used – videos are a quick way to demonstrate a 
step or task; interactive guides help break down bigger concepts and breath more meaning into their 
individual parts; simulations are perfect to giving users a low-risk and positive experience in an 
application; and training modules tie multiple assets together so that an entire unit or course can be 
studied at the learner’s pace.  

Here we list best practices that should be implemented when creating any of these listed types of 
training assets, ensuring that the end user gets the most effective learning experience possible. 

Training modules 

• Introductions /Transitions– Create an introduction slide with an intro jingle. Make sure to 
introduce yourself and outline the objectives. Include a hook here if you’d like. If you are 
changing gears or transitioning to another section within one module, make sure to clearly 
introduce it. This provides consistency throughout the module. 

• Real life examples – Begin the presentation component of a training module with meaningful, 
real-life examples (use cases) of how the application or process is used. Not only will these 
examples help learners understand how the software will assist them in performing certain 
functions better/more quickly, but they will also provide a valuable hook for the lesson.  
Either narrate a use case scenario or provide an animation (“explainer video”) so that interest 
builds in the learner and supports a learner’s understanding of a complex idea or process.  

o Remember: If there’s no “what’s in it for me?” near the beginning of the module, your 
audience will likely not be motivated enough or be fully engaged. 

o Find a way to humanize the examples – use job titles, company names, real needs, 
real solutions, etc. 

• High-level “peel back” – If a complex system or process (9 elements or more) is being 
presented, use a high-level “peel back” to unpack it for novice learners. This could be done by 
putting conceptual layers on top of grouped parts, sections, or steps. Simplifying a complex 
system this way will result in a more structured and focused learning experience. An 
alternative to a “peel back” could be just simplifying the steps of a process or just reducing 
extraneous details. (This example provides cognitive interest) 

• Terminology/glossary – Provide a glossary in each training module with specific terms that are 
applicable to the unit or course. These terms should also be stored in the master glossary on 
HRU. Even if there is a terminology training section in the module, it is a best practice to make 
those terms also available via a resources link in the player. 

o Update terminology when used in multiple locations. If reusing content, make sure that 
it correctly reflects its new application. 
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• Navigation – Always provide navigation options with a menu on the left and NEXT/PREV 
buttons on the player. Allow users to jump around the module via the menu unless there is a 
checkpoint quiz or simulation within the module that must be passed before continuing. Use 
your judgment.  

o Allow users to “replay” audio via the module player. 

o Use a navigational tutorial at the beginning of a module so that users are aware of how 
they can use the NEXT/PREV, Replay, Resources, Help, etc. Reuse this for all 
modules. 

o A SKIP button is unnecessary if NEXT/PREV buttons are being used. 

o Always allow the user to scrub the audio left-right, if there’s audio player. Remind users 
visually that there is audio playing (volume lever, speaker icon, etc.) 

o For longer modules, requiring 10 minutes + to complete, allow the user to resume 
training where they left off. (This can be set before publishing the module.) 

o Use the menu to clearly show how far a user has progressed within a module. Avoid 
hiding too many slides from view of the menu.  

o Interactive guides/slides should explain clearly how “NEXT” can be used to review all 
items on the slide. 

o Include an EXIT button on the player. Remember to include a notification telling the 
user that this module has been completed and can now be exited. 

• Quizzing – Provide a checkpoint quiz (for knowledge) if it will support your training objectives. 
Sometimes quizzes can be used to bring a section/unit to a finish. If the training is on spatial 
tasks (skills) use a separate graded simulation. Use your judgment. 

• Graphics – Select graphics, images, and icons carefully. Avoid stretching or warping images in 
order to fit them onto the screen. Maintain a consistent look and feel across the course. 

o Use a white background so that non-transparent images will appear clean.  

o Keep animation to a minimum (fade in, fade out) unless an animation program is used.  

o Use border colors and shadows for additional effect, without wasting space. 

o Use images in PNG format rather than JPG, GIF, etc. 

o Publish training modules with high-quality rendering. 

o Use another color for links (items) that have already been visited (viewed). 

• Support – Provide a help link under the resources of a training module. Make sure there is 
access to help on pages of HRU. (Still needs to be set up)
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